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This paper relies on the insights of social nature scholarship to trace the his-
torical forest conservationist and tourism discourses through which Temagami,
Ontario, became famous as a site of wild forest nature. The discursive practices
associated with Temagami tourism and forest conservation in the early twenti-
eth century did not merely reflect a self-evident wilderness, but rather
constituted the region as a wild place for non-Native people both to visit and to
extract for profit. The social construction of Temagami wilderness came to
appear natural through the erasure of the Teme-Augama Anishnabai’s claim to
the Temagami region, an erasure that persisted in environmentalists’ struggle
to “save” the Temagami wilderness in the late 1980s. Revealing the histories
and power relationships embedded in wilderness is part of the struggle toward
greater justice.
Résumé
Cet article reprend les propositions des chercheurs qui plaident pour une com-
préhension sociale de la nature en vue de cerner les discours reliés au tourisme
et à la protection de la forêt grâce auxquels Temagami (Ontario) est devenu un
site renommé pour sa forêt à l’état sauvage. Le langage associé au tourisme et
à la conservation forestière à Temagami au début du XXe siècle ne représentait
pas le simple écho d’une nature évidemment sauvage. Il constituait plutôt la
région comme un endroit sauvage, que les non Autochtones pouvaient à la fois
visiter et exploiter pour des raisons commerciales. La construction sociale de
la nature de Temagami en est venue à sembler naturelle grâce à la négation de
la revendication de la communauté Teme-Augama Anishnabai sur la région de
Temagami, une suppression qui a perduré jusqu’à la lutte des écologistes pour
« sauver » le milieu sauvage de Temagami à la fin des années 1980. Le fait de
dévoiler l’histoire et les relations de pouvoir inscrites dans la nature s’inscrit
ainsi dans la quête d’une plus grande justice.
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In his 1995 “The Trouble with Wilderness,” an essay well known to environ-mental historians, American environmental historian William Cronon takes
wilderness to task, arguing that far from existing as an uncontaminated space
outside of civilization, wilderness is a power-laden and human-created place, a
product of history rather than nature.1 Yet as influential as Cronon’s essay and
other works associated with social nature scholarship have been in encouraging
scholars to comprehend wilderness and nature more generally as a social cate-
gory,2 the concept of wilderness (if not the actual sites imagined as such)
remains largely intact outside of academic circles. An examination of the
Temagami region of northeastern Ontario makes this point clear. Today, envi-
ronmentalists insist that the “pristine wilderness regions” of Temagami “must
be off-limits to industrial activities,” and promoters of tourism in the area
advertise a district with “miles upon miles of unspoiled wilderness to explore.”3
Temagami, with its many lakes and wooded shorelines, is indeed quite well
known in Ontario and across Canada as a wilderness area. Its fame derives in part
from environmentalist protests of the late 1980s and early 1990s, during which
protesters blockaded the Red Squirrel Road in order to prevent logging trucks
from entering what environmentalists called the world’s largest old-growth red
and white pine forest. The environmentalist effort, led by the Temagami
Wilderness Society, also featured a media campaign that included the production
of posters of big pine trees with the heading “Temagami: The Last Great Pine
Wilderness” and a benefit concert called “Temagami: The LastWild Stand.”4 The
1 William Cronon, “The Trouble with Wilderness: Or, Getting Back to the Wrong Nature,” in
Uncommon Ground: Rethinking the Human Place in Nature, ed. William Cronon (New York:
Norton, 1995), 69–90.
2 Scholarly attention to the social construction of nature has come from a number of directions,
including environmental history, feminist theory, geography, anthropology, and political ecol-
ogy. Texts that particularly shape my thinking on this topic are Kay Anderson, “Culture and
Nature at the Adelaide Zoo: At the Frontiers of ‘Human’ Geography,” Transactions of the
Institute of British Geographers 20, no. 3 (1995): 275–94; Bruce Braun, The Intemperate
Rainforest: Nature, Culture, and Power on Canada’s West Coast (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 2002); Cronon, ed., Uncommon Ground; Donna J. Haraway, Primate
Visions: Gender, Race, and Nation in the World of Modern Science (New York: Routledge,
1989); Donna J. Haraway, “The Promises of Monsters: A Regenerative Politics for
Inappropriate/d Others,” in Cultural Studies, eds. Lawrence Grossberg, Cary Nelson, and
Paula Treichler (London: Routledge, 1992), 295–337; Donald S. Moore, Jake Kosek, and
Anand Pandian, eds., Race, Nature, and the Politics of Difference (Durham and London: Duke
University Press, 2003).
3 Earthroots, “How You Can Help Protect Temagami,” <http://www.earthroots.org/index.php/
Campaigns/Temagami/How-You-Can-Help-Protect-Temagami.html>, (viewed 19 June 2008);
Outdoor Ontario/Ontario Tourism Marketing Partnership Corporation, “Signature Landscapes:
Unique Places to Make Your Own,” <http://www.ontariooutdoor.com/en/landscapes/>
(viewed 19 June 2008).
4 Matt Bray and Ashley Thomson, eds., Temagami: A Debate on Wilderness (Toronto and
Oxford: Dundurn Press, 1990).
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campaign garnered widespread media attention and a good deal of public support,
including the support of prominent Canadians such as Margaret Atwood, David
Suzuki, and Bob Rae (Rae, along with other environmentalists, was arrested for
his troubles). As a result of the efforts of the Wilderness Society and its support-
ers, the Ontario government decided to preserve “a particularly sensitive area” of
the Temagami forest.5 Since then, environmentalists have celebrated the formal
protection of “almost half of Temagami’s old-growth red and white pine,” but
warn that “the other half is open for harvest.”6
In this paper, I examine the historical creation of Temagami wilderness. In
so doing, I take my cue from scholars of social nature interested in examining
the “traffic between what we have come to know historically as nature and cul-
ture.”7 One reason to trace the human construction of non-human nature is to
show how human power relations operate to separate out what counts as nature
from what counts as culture in specific places and times, thus revealing that the
nature-culture binary is a cultural product that has benefited some groups,
human and nonhuman both, at the expense of others. In the case of Temagami,
the Teme-Augama Anishnabai have benefited little from the construction of
their homeland, n’Daki Menan, as wilderness. I argue that early twentieth-cen-
tury tourism and forestry discourses played major roles in the making of a
Temagami wilderness for non-Native people to visit and to cut down. Yet these
discourses and accompanying practices simultaneously naturalized Temagami
as wilderness, rendering unintelligible the Teme-AugamaAnishnabai’s ways of
knowing and claim to n’Daki Menan. It is important to trace the processes
through which wilderness is created and maintained precisely because wilder-
ness appears self-evidently natural and is thus able to disguise the historical and
cultural practices and power relationships through which it emerged. Attention
to the making of Temagami wilderness means recognizing the ways in which
tourism and forest conservation in the early twentieth century played parts in
the colonization of the Teme-Augama Anishnabai and n’Daki Menan. In this
time of increased mainstream attention to Aboriginal land claims and the on-
going legacy of colonization in the Canadian context, it only makes sense to
examine critically sites of Canadian wilderness, studying how they have
worked, and continue to work, to erase Aboriginal peoples and claims.
According to Cronon, the “removal of Indians to create an ‘uninhabited wilder-
ness’ — uninhabited as never before in the human history of the place —
reminds us just how invented, just how constructed, the American wilderness
really is.”8 Yet, for many, the wilderness remains a concept, and a place, out-
5 Gene Allen, “Ministry Wants Freeze on Temagami Logging,” Globe and Mail (21 November
1989), A1.
6 Earthroots, “How You Can Help Protect Temagami.”
7 Haraway, Primate Visions, 15.
8 Cronon, “The Trouble with Wilderness,” 79.
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side of history, culture, and power. It is for this reason that wilderness remains
an important area of critical historical inquiry: wilderness is still out there.
Temagami is not an untapped site for historians. In 1989, Bruce W.
Hodgins and Jamie Benidickson published The Temagami Experience:
Recreation, Resources, and Aboriginal Rights in the Northern Ontario
Wilderness, which provides an account of the development of the Temagami
district and the efforts of the provincial and federal governments to implement
management plans and policies to regulate forestry, mining, Aboriginal activi-
ties, settlement, and tourism.9 The authors argue that from the mid-nineteenth
century, recreational users, resource interests, provincial officials, and the
Teme-Augama Anishnabai have all contributed to the development of the area,
and further contend that due to the “relative isolation and ruggedness” of
Temagami nature, “those interested in the landscape and resources of the dis-
trict have preserved or been forced to preserve a balance, at least until recent
times [the 1970s].”10 Hodgins and Benidickson’s account is a story of compet-
ing interests, where different groups have met and clashed over their opposing
ideas of what should happen in Temagami nature.11
While The Temagami Experience is thoroughly researched and comprehen-
sive, its central claims warrant re-examination in light of the insights of social
nature literature. By assuming nature to exist as a stable (isolated, rugged) object
over which a human struggle is waged, the authors forego an examination of
how Temagami came into existence as a site of nature, and therefore do not fully
account for the complex power relations that served to make the region available
for some people while denying the claims of others. As a result, Hodgins and
Benidickson are able to assert that the various interest groups preserved a bal-
ance until the early 1970s, at which time the Ontario government proposed to
build a four-season resort in the region, and the Teme-Augama Anishnabai, cot-
tagers, and environmentalists opposed the development.12 My analysis
suggests instead that such a balancing of interests was not so straightforward.
The making of a Temagami wilderness in the early twentieth century played a
major role in the power relationships that resulted in the Teme-Augama
Anishnabai’s eviction from and, contradictorily, collapse into wilderness, a
process that made it possible for forestry and tourism, but not Teme-Augama
Anishnabai, interests to be balanced harmoniously.
9 Bruce W. Hodgins and Jamie Benidickson, The Temagami Experience: Recreation, Resources,
and Aboriginal Rights in the Northern Ontario Wilderness (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 1989).
10 Ibid., 4.
11 A similar account of the more recent Temagami conflicts has also been written. See Bray and
Ashley.
12 Hodgins and Benidickson, 254–5.
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Before turning to analyze how tourism and forestry discourses played
important roles in creating and naturalizing the Temagami wilderness, I
describe how the region became well known as both a timber commodity and
a tourist destination in the early twentieth century. In 1901, the Ontario gov-
ernment created the Temagami Forest Reserve (TFR). The over 2,000 square
mile forest reserve was the third and largest reserve established under
Ontario’s 1898 Forest Reserves Act, an act that granted the province power to
set aside portions of Crown land for the purpose of securing future timber
supplies. Forest conservationists at this time held the not yet popular view
that not all forested land should be converted to farmland for settlers. Instead,
they asserted, lands better suited to growing trees than to agricultural settle-
ment should be scientifically managed for the perpetual production of timber
resources.13 Prior to the rise of the conservation movement, convention
among settlers and colonial administrators was that the future of Canada
lay in agriculture. The task before settlers was therefore to carve a space
for themselves in the new Dominion by converting the forest into farm-
land.14 The forest seemed eternal and, although thought of as non-renewable
since, once “mined,” previously forested land became farmland, the general
understanding was that the vastness of Canada’s forest meant that the timber
supply would never come to an end.15 This perspective, however, became not
only untenable as wood supplies, particularly in eastern Canada, dwindled,
but also unfashionable as the conservationist perspective began to take
hold.16
Conservationist ideas travelled from Europe to North America with people
such as Bernhard Fernow, the vocal Prussian-born conservation advocate who
became the first professional forester in the United States, and who, in 1907,
founded the first forestry school in Canada at the University of Toronto.17 The
goal of forest conservation, according to Fernow, was to ensure the maximum
supply of wood in perpetuity through the management of permanent forests by
scientifically trained professionals. This idea gained popularity in both the
United States and Canada after theAmerican Forestry Congress met for the first
time in 1882 (Fernow was in attendance). In Ontario, the passage of the Forest
Reserves Act indicated the province’s commitment to implementing conserva-
13 H.V. Nelles, The Politics of Development: Forests, Mines and Hydro-Electric Power in
Ontario, 1849–1941 (Toronto: Macmillan, 1974), 184.
14 A.R.M. Lower, Settlement and the Forest Frontier in Eastern Canada (Toronto: Macmillan,
1936).
15 Nelles, 184.
16 Jamie Swift, Cut and Run: The Assault on Canada’s Forests (Toronto: Between the Lines),
51–2.
17 See Andrew Denny Rodgers, Bernhard Eduard Fernow: A Story of North American Forestry
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1951).
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tionist principles.18 Indeed, Ontario’s Clerk of Forestry Thomas Southworth
praised the 1898 Act as “the inauguration of a scientific forestry system in
Ontario.”19 After his appointment as clerk in 1895, Southworth advocated for
Ontario to begin a system of scientific forestry and pushed especially for the
government to reserve from settlement portions of the province “that are found
to be not well adapted for agricultural purposes.”20
Although the Temagami Forest Reserve was not the first reserve created
under the Forest Reserves Act, it was by far the largest and the only one that
contained large quantities of valuable timber. The other two reserves, the
Eastern and the Sibley, contained 125,000 acres of lumbered over and fire-
swept land between them, whereas the Temagami reserve alone took up well
over 1,000,000 acres, much of which was forested. The province created the
first two reserves in hopes that one day, given time and adequate protection
from fire, they would become valuable timber resources for Ontario.21 The TFR
was another story, and conservationists were very pleased when Ontario
decided to create the forest reserve, which, it was reported, contained more
“standing timber” than “that sold since Confederation.”22 One government offi-
cial described the region as “a territory of virgin timber, including among other
valuable trees many million feet of white and red pine, among which the axe of
the lumberman has not yet been heard.”23 Conservationists considered
Temagami an untouched forest that could be turned into a valuable commodity,
and Aubrey White, the Assistant Commissioner of Crown Lands, optimistically
commented that, with proper management, the government could make the
region the most valuable asset in the province and a permanent source of rev-
enue.24 The setting aside of the TFR received much attention in its day.
Conservationists announced it as one of the most significant events in Canadian
forestry that year and the popular press supported Ontario’s decision to create
18 Hodgins and Benidickson agree with this statement and add that this commitment was “fleet-
ing,” since management decisions within Ontario’s forest reserves were made on an ad hoc
basis from the beginning, and by the 1950s there existed next to no difference between man-
agement activities and regulations within and outside of forest reserves. In 1964, the provincial
government abolished what was left of the forest reserve system. For Hodgins and
Benidickson’s account of the forest reserve system, see Hodgins and Benidickson, 68–107,
153–76.
19 Archives of Ontario (hereafter AO), Department of Crown Lands (hereafter DCL), Annual
Report of the Clerk of Forestry, 1899, film B97 (reel 68), 6.
20 Ibid., Annual Report of the Clerk of Forestry, 1896, film B97 (reel 56), 27.
21 Ibid., Annual Report of the Clerk of Forestry, 1900–1901, film B97 (reel 75), 9–11.
22 “Means Millions: Eastern Outlet from Temiscamingue for Ottawa Lumbermen,” Globe (13
June 1899), 4.
23 AO, DCL, Annual Report of the Clerk of Forestry, 1900–1901, film B97 (reel 75), 12.
24 AO, DCL, RG 1-545-1-2, Woods and Forests Branch Report Books, A. White, memorandum,
7 January 1901, 3.
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the reserve.25 More recent commentators have also noted the significance of the
TFR, calling it the “centrepiece” of Ontario’s forest reserve system and a “cru-
cial event in the history of the North American conservation movement.”26 The
government’s setting aside of the forest reserve and the attention surrounding
the event made the Temagami region well known as a timber commodity to be
managed as a renewable resource.
At the same time that Temagami was becoming famous for its valuable
timber, tourists began to make their way to the region in increasing numbers. In
1899, a steamboat company brochure described Temagami as a “little known
district amid the wilds of Canada,” but soon it became known as the “Famous
Temagami Region.”27 Travel writers and tourism promoters publicized
Temagami as “nature’s playground” and “a place where you can get close to
nature and away from civilization with the least expenditure of money.”28 By
1905, after the railway arrived in the heart of the region, hundreds of middle-
and upper-class white men and women travelled to Temagami each summer to
experience wilderness vacations.29 Temagami became such a fashionable tourist
destination that, by 1910, travel writers assumed not only that readers knew of
Temagami, but also that they had visited or at least planned to visit the area.30
Tourists understood Temagami as a site of wild nature, not a site of culture, with
writers depicting the region as an “utterly wild” and “unspoiled country.”31
Tourists perceived differently the same pine trees that forest conservationists
viewed as timber commodities. For tourists, trees were an integral part of the
wilderness that they travelled to encounter. It was precisely Temagami’s
“untouched and unscarred” forests standing in “all their primeval glory” that
allowed tourists to feel that they were deep within the wilderness and “far from
the haunts of human beings.”32 Thus, the Temagami wilderness became
renowned in two seemingly opposed ways in the early twentieth century.
Yet Temagami’s existence as a wilderness space cannot be taken for
25 “Forestry,” Rod and Gun 2, no. 11 (April 1901): 503; “Reserve of 1,400,000 Acres: Immense
Forest Area Set Apart Yesterday,” Globe (9 January 1901), 10.
26 Hodgins and Benidickson, 68–9.
27 W.M. Jones, Sport and Pleasure in the Virgin Wilds of Canada on Lakes Temiskaming,
Temagaming (Ottawa: Mortimer, 1899), 3; “Hunting Season Is Now Close at Hand,” New York
Times (25 September 1904), 10.
28 W.R. Wadsworth, “With Rifle and Rod in the Moose Lands of Northern Ontario,” part 1,
Canadian Magazine 13, no. 2 (June 1899): 151; AO, DCL, RG 1-545-1-2, Woods and Forests
Branch Report Books, A. White, memorandum, 7 January 1901, 8.
29 “With Cameras and Rods,” Globe (3 August 1905), 8.
30 Fraser Raney, “Canoe Trips in Temagami,” Rod and Gun 12, no. 2 (July 1910): 186–93; T.J.T.,
“Two Weeks in Temagami,” Outdoor Canada 6, no. 1 (February 1910): 18–20.
31 Wadsworth, 151; O.E. Fischer, “Canoe Cruises in Canadian Reserves,” part 2, Forest and
Stream (24 September 1910): 506.
32 “Primeval Beauty at Lake Temagami,” Globe (12 June 1906), 10.
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granted. For the Teme-AugamaAnishnabai, n’Daki Menan has for thousands of
years existed as a homeland rather than a pristine wilderness, although rela-
tionships between the Teme-Augama Anishnabai and n’Daki Menan have
changed over time. At least by the fifteenth century, the Teme-Augama
Anishnabai maintained trading relations with the Wendat (Huron) to the south,
often relying on Nipissing intermediaries to transport meat and skins south to
the Wendat and return north with corn, cornmeal, and pottery produced by the
Wendat. The Nipissing also acted as intermediaries when the fur trade with the
French began and by the early seventeenth century, the Teme-Augama
Anishnabai supplemented the resources available to them on n’Daki Menan
with goods acquired from Europe, as well as from other First Nations.33
However, though later disruptions made it increasingly difficult, n’Daki Menan
mainly provided the Teme-Augama Anishnabai with the essentials for survival
and served as the cultural and spiritual basis of their identity as a people.34
The Teme-Augama Anishnabai governed their use of n’Daki Menan
according to a system of family hunting territories, where each family had a
responsibility to steward its 200 to 300 square mile territory in a way that
ensured the continuity of the species upon which the Teme-AugamaAnishnabai
depended for survival.35 These species included but were not limited to: ani-
mals such as moose, bear, beaver, and rabbit for food, clothing, trade, and
medicine; fish and birds for food; red and white pine, cedar, birch, poplar, and
maple trees for homes, barns, utensils, baby boards, tables and chairs, tobog-
gans and snowshoes; birch-bark for canoes, containers, and cutting boards; pine
pitch for adhesive; maple trees for paddles and syrup; spruce tree roots for
thread and fish nets; and berries and other plants for food and medicine.36 The
Teme-Augama Anishnabai’s land use practices likely existed in part but not
entirely because of necessity. In 1913, Chief Aleck Paul gave a speech that can-
not be taken completely at face value as it cleverly plays upon its
non-Aboriginal audience’s understanding of hunting as a sport rather than a
source of subsistence, asserting that white rather than Aboriginal hunters
required policing by government officials. Yet the speech also hints at both
practical and philosophical reasons for the Teme-Augama Anishnabai’s treat-
ment of the animals upon which they depended:
33 Hodgins and Benidickson, 13.
34 Temagami First Nation Band Office (hereafter TFNBO), Land Use and Resource Management
Research Box 1, A-0, 2001,Trails in Time, “Traditional Land Use and Resource Management
Philosophies and Practices of the Temagami Aboriginal People: Teme-Augama Anishnabai,
Temagami First Nation, Ontario Native Affairs Secretariat Joint Project.”
35 Frank G. Speck, Family Hunting Territories and Social Life of Various Algonkian Bands of the
Ottawa Valley, Anthropological Series, Memoir 70, no. 8 (Ottawa: Department of Mines,
Geological Survey of Canada, 1915); Trails in Time, “Traditional Land Use,” 47–8.
36 Trails in Time, “Traditional Land Use,” 80–9.
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After the white man kills all the game in one place, he can take the train and
go 300 miles or more to another and do the same there. But the Indian cannot
do that. He must stay on his own section all the time and support his family
on what it produces.37
According to Chief Paul, Teme-AugamaAnishnabai “families of hunters would
never think of damaging the abundance or the source of supply of the game,
because that had come to them from their fathers and grandfathers and those
behind them.”38 Indeed, a complex belief system that included rituals of respect
for animals taken surrounded Teme-Augama Anishnabai land use practices.39 I
cannot do justice here to the multiple, changing, and continuing relationships
between the Teme-Augama Anishnabai and n’Daki Menan, including the
extensive use that the Teme-Augama Anishnabai made of the hundreds of
species of n’Daki Menan. I do, however, want to be clear that while the Teme-
Augama Anishnabai constructed and continue to construct n’Daki Menan —
from creation stories that explain how particular land forms came into being to
using moss for baby diapers40 — they constituted it not as a wilderness space,
but instead as their homeland to live on and use.
Forest conservationist and tourist conceptions were not the only ideas cir-
culating in the early twentieth century about the place known to some as n’Daki
Menan. Unlike Teme-Augama Anishnabai ways of knowing the region, how-
ever, conservationist and tourism discourses came to dominate, producing the
region as a site of nature rather than culture. Prior to the creation of the TFR,
the existence of the region as a site of timber was not self-evident, since the dis-
trict remained largely the domain of the Teme-Augama Anishnabai.41 Any
number of options for the region therefore remained available, including the
possibility of the Teme-Augama Anishnabai continuing their existence as a
self-governing people on n’Daki Menan. Although the future of the region had
not yet been determined, observers had certainly commented upon its timber
potential. As Hodgins and Benidickson point out, the consideration of the area
as a site for a forest reserve was based on evidence accumulated from a num-
ber of sources, including Geological Survey of Canada reports, railway and
provincial line surveys, and even the personal experiences of Department of
Crown Lands representatives who travelled through the region by canoe in
1899.42 The Ontario government’s move to legislate the TFR into existence,
37 TFNBO, Land Use and Resource Management Research Box 3, C-17, 1913, Chief Aleck Paul,
Speech recorded by Frank Speck.
38 Ibid.
39 See Trails in Time, “Traditional Land Use.”
40 Ibid., 60, 87.
41 Hodgins and Benidickson, 27–48; Jocelyn Thorpe, “In Temagami’s Tangled Wild: Race,
Gender and the Making of Canadian Nature” (Ph.D. diss., York University, 2008), 88–100.
42 Hodgins and Benidickson, 72.
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however, was what made the region (in law) into a timber commodity, the raw
material of culture. The Forest Reserves Act dictated that reserves created
under it were to provide timber, period. As one clause stated: “… no lands
within the boundaries of such reserves shall be sold, leased or otherwise dis-
posed of, and no person shall locate, settle upon, use or occupy any such land,
or hunt, fish, shoot, trap or spear or carry or use fire arms or explosives within
or upon such reserves.43 As I shall discuss below, while this Act clearly defined
forest reserves as areas whose sole purpose was to produce timber — the clause
cited above excluded virtually every other possibility — in practice, things
were much more ambiguous. But in spite of ambiguities on the ground, the idea
of the region as a timber commodity nevertheless succeeded in gaining the sta-
tus of the truth, with the TFR becoming a product of nature rather than culture,
and the Teme-Augama Anishnabai’s very different understandings of and rela-
tionships with the region being displaced and erased.
In banning settlement within the TFR, Ontario did more than simply set
aside for timber production lands unfit for settlement, but rather produced as
unfit for settlement lands upon which the Teme-Augama Anishnabai had con-
sidered themselves settled for many generations. In so doing, the government
imposed an implicitly racialized definition of settlement in which the Teme-
Augama Anishnabai’s form of inhabiting the land simply did not count as
settlement. Government officials saw no contradiction in recommending the
setting aside of the TFR even as they knew that “a small band of Indians”
resided within the proposed reserve.44 Indians, it appeared, could not be settled
upon land they occupied. This view, consistent with the British imperialist per-
spective that shaped Canadian Indian policy more generally, held that
“uncivilized” peoples, particularly if they did not cultivate their lands accord-
ing to European standards, were not land owners or settlers, but were mere
occupants of the lands that they inhabited.45 Indeed, Ontario felt confident that
the Indians living within the proposed TFR had neither “actual ownership” of
the area nor “proprietary rights over any particular territory.”46
The Temagami region could become famous as a “virgin territory well tim-
bered with Pine” only through the denial of the Teme-Augama Anishnabai’s
presence in and claim to n’Daki Menan.47 The land, after all, could not easily
43 Forest Reserves Act. Copy available at AO, DCL, Annual Report of the Clerk of Forestry,
1898, film B97 (reel 64), 7.
44 Ibid., Annual Report of the Clerk of Forestry, 1900–1901, film B97 (reel 75), 13.
45 See Cole Harris, Making Native Space: Colonialism, Resistance, and Reserves in British
Columbia (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 2002).
46 AO, DCL, RG 1-454-1-2, Woods and Forests Branch Report Books, A. White, memorandum,
7 January 1901, 6; Ibid., Annual Report of the Clerk of Forestry, 1900–1901, film B97 (reel
75), 13.
47 Ibid., RG 1-545-1-2, Woods and Forests Branch Report Books, A. White, memorandum, 7
January 1901, 3.
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exist simultaneously as “virgin” and “inhabited” or “settled.” Although the
Forest Reserves Act legislated the TFR as a site of timber, thus legally erasing
the prior existence of n’Daki Menan as Teme-Augama Anishnabai territory,
government officials had to deal with the fact that the Teme-Augama
Anishnabai continued to live within what had become the TFR. It was one thing
to erase people in law, but another thing to erase them in practice. And in spite
of forest conservationists’ fantasy that the “wandering race of hunters [was]
gradually melting away,” the Teme-Augama Anishnabai showed no signs of
disappearing and refused to sit back quietly and allow their lands to be con-
trolled by outsiders.48 Instead, beginning in the late 1870s, when they first
considered their territory threatened by non-Native lumbering activities taking
place on its fringes, the Teme-Augama Anishnabai attempted to protect them-
selves by getting the federal government to create a reserve for them and
guarantee them fishing and hunting rights similar to those granted to nearby
First Nations who had signed the Robinson-Huron Treaty. By 1880, Teme-
Augama Anishnabai Chief Tonene had approached Indian agent Charles Skene
several times, stating that his band had “never ceded our Land” and asking for
Skene’s assistance in securing a reserve for the band before white men actually
encroached upon their territory.49 The Department of Indian Affairs (DIA),
though slow to act, considered the Teme-Augama Anishnabai’s request to be
fair and asked Ontario permission to create a reserve for the First Nation , since
n’Daki Menan now existed, according to government officials at least, as part
of the province of Ontario. In spite of the fact that the DIA first contacted the
provincial government about this matter in 1885, Ontario ignored the DIA’s let-
ters for many years so that, by the time Ontario created the TFR in 1901, the
matter of a reserve for the Teme-Augama Anishnabai had not been resolved.50
One way that provincial officials negotiated the contradiction of the Teme-
Augama Anishnabai’s presence inside the TFR was to construct the
Teme-Augama Anishnabai in relation to the forest reserve. Forestry Clerk
Thomas Southworth, for example, figured that the Teme-Augama Anishnabai’s
presence in the forest reserve would be good for both Ontario and the First
Nation since Teme-Augama Anishnabai members could do “the work of caring
for and operating the territory,” an activity that would be “profitable for
them.”51 Assistant Commissioner of Crown Lands Aubrey White agreed with
Southworth that members of the Teme-Augama Anishnabai should be hired to
care for the forest reserve, but his reasoning had more to do with trying to dis-
48 “Forestry and Colonization,” Rod and Gun 5, no. 3 (August 1903): 110.
49 Library andArchives Canada (hereafter LAC), IndianAffairs (hereafter IA), RG 10, vol. 7757,
C. Skene to L. Vankoughnet, 1 March 1880.
50 See Thorpe, 88–100.
51 AO, DCL, Annual Report of the Clerk of Forestry, 1900–1901, film B97 (reel 75), 15.
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suade them from burning down the forest than with arranging a mutually ben-
eficial relationship between the Aboriginal community and the Department of
Crown Lands. White worried that if anything arose to disturb the Teme-
Augama Anishnabai within the Temagami Forest Reserve, “the result might be
very dangerous and even disastrous.”52 They might become “enemies, ready to
set fire [to the forest] wherever they considered it would do harm.”53 White’s
fear that the Teme-AugamaAnishnabai might burn the forest points to an inter-
esting tension. It reflects on the one hand a lack of understanding of the
relationship between the Teme-Augama Anishnabai and n’Daki Menan, which
had nothing to do with Ontario’s forest conservation scheme. The Teme-
Augama Anishnabai traditionally set fires on small islands in n’Daki Menan.
They did not, however, do this in order to undermine the government’s attempt
to manage the forest, but rather to generate the growth of berries for their own
consumption, as well as to attract food animals.54 On the other hand, White’s
fear suggests that government officials at least occasionally felt uncertain about
the state’s ability to control lands inhabited byAboriginal peoples. A story often
repeated by proponents of forest conservation in Ontario told of how one of the
“worst fires that Ontario has ever seen was lighted by an Indian who wanted to
keep the white man out of his hunting grounds.”55 White insisted that the best
way to prevent such an occurrence in the TFR was to deal with the Indians and
“half breeds” there “in a broad and generous spirit,” which to him meant allow-
ing them to fish, hunt, and work as guides and assistant fire rangers inside the
forest reserve.56
Regardless of whether the Teme-Augama Anishnabai were positioned as
potential helpers or hinderers of the forest reserve, they were created in relation
to it and not to n’Daki Menan. Simultaneously, n’Daki Menan was created as a
timber commodity and not in relation to the Teme-Augama Anishnabai. Thus,
while the Teme-Augama Anishnabai remained on n’Daki Menan after the cre-
ation of the TFR, the previously inextricably linked bodies — the
Teme-Augama Anishnabai and n’Daki Menan — were torn apart and placed
separately into the context of conservation. Thus constituted, it became possi-
ble for the Teme-Augama Anishnabai and n’Daki Menan to exist without
52 Ibid., RG 1-545-1-2, Woods and Forests Branch Report Books, A. White, memorandum, 7
January 1901, 6.
53 Ibid., 7.
54 Trails in Time, “Traditional Land Use,” 87.
55 Louis Oliver Armstrong, “The Railroad and the Forest: A Paper Read at the Dominion Forestry
Convention,” Rod and Gun 7, no. 10 (March 1906): 1050. See also AO, DCL, Annual Report
of the Clerk of Forestry, 1904, film B97 (reel 85), 23; Ibid., Annual Report of the Clerk of
Forestry, 1903, film B97 (reel 85), 7.
56 Ibid., RG 1-545-1-2, Woods and Forests Branch Report Books, A. White, memorandum, 7
January 1901, 6, 7.
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reference to one another and for the Teme-Augama Anishnabai’s claim to and
special relationships with n’Daki Menan based on years of intimate encounters
to be rendered invisible.
As a result, White was able to say in 1911 that his department had “treated
the Indians there [in the TFR] in a very generous way.”57 In 1910, he assured
the DIA that the Department of Crown Lands had not disturbed the “Indians
who are resident in the Forest Reserve and they are permitted to roam about
there over a much larger area than they could expect to get in an Indian
Reserve, and they are employed as fire rangers and guides and our information
is that they are quite contented to be left as they are.”58 The Teme-Augama
Anishnabai, who did not see themselves or their claim to n’Daki Menan as
existing in relation to the TFR, did not consider their treatment by the Ontario
government as generous in the least. Band members expressed their frustration
that they were being asked to vacate their houses, that they were forced to get
permission from the Chief Fire Ranger to cut even firewood, and that they were
forbidden to cut timber and build houses.59 The Teme-AugamaAnishnabai con-
tinually pressed their claim for a reserve and by the time White made the above
statements, the Temagami band had sent delegations and petitions, as well as a
number of letters, to the DIA, all in attempt to urge a decision from the depart-
ment about their reserve.60 One fairly typical petition, written in 1907, read:
We have been asking for a reserve on Lake Temagami for [illegible number]
years. We were offered a reserve a few years ago, but did not get it. We see
that the Government gave reserves to all the Indians north of us last summer,
and we do not know of any Band but ourselves who have not their own
reserves. We have no land that we can settle on. We wish you would help us
to get a reserve.61
The petition is signed by 51 women and men.
Meanwhile, the province authorized a number of activities to take place in
the TFR, including timber cutting, mining, prospecting, and tourism. Though
regulations under the Forest Reserves Act were designed to ensure that these
57 LAC, IA, RG 10, vol. 7757, A. White to J.D. McLean, 28 June 1911.
58 Ibid., 22 June 1910.
59 Ibid., Chief Francois Whitebear to DIA, 21 May 1910, and Chief Alexander Paul to F. Pedley,
circa 1 July 1912.
60 Ibid., J.D. McLean to A. White, 18 January 1906; Temagami Band to G.P. Cockburn; 23
February 1907; S. Stewart to A. White, 11 January 1910; Chief Francois Whitebear to DIA, 21
May 1910; G.P. Cockburn to J. D. McLean, 24 July 1911; Chief Alexander Paul to F. Pedley,
circa 1 July 1912.
61 Ibid., Temagami Band to G.P. Cockburn, 23 February 1907. The reserves to which the Teme-
Augama Anishnabai refer were those negotiated under the James Bay Treaty, or Treaty No. 9,
in 1905 and 1906.
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activities did not lead to forest fires and the loss of valuable timber, Ontario was
well aware of the fact that many of the activities it permitted threatened to
destroy the timber that the reserve was designed to protect.62 Right from the
planning stages of the TFR, however, government officials considered it “inad-
visable” to exclude tourists and even mining interests from the TFR, but
thought that regulations under the Forest Reserves Act would allow the
province “more perfect control” of all activities taking place in the region.63 As
Hodgins and Benidickson have argued, Ontario did not ultimately succeed in
creating the TFR according to forest conservationist principles.64 The region,
therefore, was not created entirely effectively as a timber commodity.
In the ten years after the reserve’s creation, however, n’Daki Menan came
to make sense as a timber reserve, with the result that the Teme-Augama
Anishnabai found themselves unable to get Canadian governments to recognize
even a small part of n’Daki Menan as belonging to the First Nation. In 1910,
the provincial government was able successfully to use the TFR as the reason
for refusing to create a reserve on n’Daki Menan. By 1897, Aubrey White had
received at least three letters from the DIA outlining the Teme-Augama
Anishnabai’s claim and requesting that representatives from the two govern-
ments get together to discuss the matter of a reserve for the Temagami band.65
Although White ignored or responded only cursorily to those letters, in his
memorandum recommending the creation of the TFR, he stated that part of the
reason that Ontario had refused to cooperate with the Indian Department in set-
ting aside a reserve for the Teme-Augama Anishnabai was that the provincial
government knew about the “great quantities of Pine” in the area.66 It was not
until 1906, after Teme-Augama Anishnabai members had gone to Ottawa to
press their claim for a reserve and the DIA had written yet another letter to the
Ontario government about the matter, that White finally responded for Ontario
by stating that the province could not “see its way” to granting the department’s
request.67 White offered no explanation for the Ontario government’s decision,
even when asked by the Deputy Superintendent General of Indian Affairs.68
When in 1910 the Teme-Augama Anishnabai again reminded the DIA of their
claim and the DIA again wrote to the province, White responded with a tenta-
62 See AO, DCL, RG 1-545-1-2, Woods and Forests Branch Report Books.
63 Ibid., Annual Report of the Clerk of Forestry, 1900–1901, film B97 (reel 75), 12.
64 Hodgins and Benidickson, 68–107.
65 LAC, IA, RG 10, vol. 7757, D.C. Scott to A. White, 15 May 1896; H. Reed to A. White, 28
September 1896; A. White to H. Reed, 3 February 1897.
66 AO, DCL, RG 1-545-1-2, Woods and Forests Branch Report Books, A. White, memorandum,
7 January 1901, 6.
67 LAC, IA, RG 10, vol. 7757, J.D. McLean to A. White, 18 January 1906; A. White to J.D.
McLean, 25 January 1906.
68 Ibid., F. Pedley to A. White, 6 February 1906; Ontario Native Affairs Secretariat (hereafter
ONAS), file 186217, J.D. McLean to A. White, 8 February 1907.
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tive answer from Ontario explaining that since the Robinson-Huron Treaty did
not provide for a reserve for the Temagami band, and since it was important to
preserve the timber in the area, he could not promise a favourable reply to the
department’s request.69 The DIA wrote back saying that the fact that the
Temagami band was not represented at the signing of the treaty should not
“prejudice their right to the benefits arising from that treaty.”70 Nevertheless,
Ontario’s response was that the minister was “unable to recommend the setting
apart of an Indian Reserve in the Temagami Forest Reserve” for the reasons
given in White’s previous letter.71
Not surprisingly, the reasons White offered to the DIA for Ontario’s sup-
posed inability to create a reserve for the Teme-Augama Anishnabai were the
same ones he gave in his internal memorandum recommending the setting aside
of the TFR: that Ontario had no legal obligation to create an Indian reserve and
that great quantities of timber existed in the area which needed to be protected.
What is interesting is when the Ontario government chose to explain to Indian
Affairs its refusal to create a reserve for the Teme-Augama Anishnabai. The
federal government first requested that the provincial government consider cre-
ating a reserve for the Temagami band in 1885,72 and the provincial
government had a firm answer at least by the time White wrote his 1901 forest
reserve memorandum. Yet for another nine years, the province refused to
answer federal requests about its position on the matter. This time lapse was
significant because, by 1910, it had become possible for Ontario to cite the
existence of the forest reserve and the need to protect timber as central reasons
for denying the Teme-Augama Anishnabai a reserve. White’s 1910 declaration
was not possible in 1901, because the forest reserve was then too new to make
sense as a reason to deny a reserve to an Indian band that everyone recognized
had resided in the area long before the creation of the TFR. Yet in 1910, despite
the continued protests of the Teme-Augama Anishnabai, Ontario’s reasoning
made enough sense to the DIA that instead of pressing the claims of the Teme-
Augama Anishnabai further, the department wrote to the Teme-Augama
Anishnabai to inform them that Ontario “positively refused to set apart an
Indian reserve in the Temagami Forest Reserve.”73 The fact that the Teme-
Augama Anishnabai had continuously pressed their claim since at least 1877,
24 years before the TFR was created, was conveniently forgotten through this
historically reversed logic.
69 LAC, IA, RG 10, vol. 7757, A. White to S. Stewart, 20 January 1910.
70 Ibid., J.D. McLean to A. White, 7 February 1910.
71 Ibid., A. White to J.D. McLean, 14 June 1910.
72 ONAS, file 186217, Secretary of State, Canada, to Lieutenant-Governor of Ontario, 13 May
1885.
73 LAC, IA, RG 10, vol. 7757, J.D. McLean to Chief Francois Whitebear, 17 June 1910.
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This logic became possible not simply with time, but through active steps
taken by Ontario within this time to legislate and regulate non-Native people
into, and the Teme-Augama Anishnabai out of, the TFR. For example, non-
Native people were allowed to extract timber from the forest reserve — after
all, “a reserve from which no lumber is taken would not be serving its full pur-
pose”74 — while the Teme-Augama Anishnabai were denied the right to use
their territory as they had always done. The Teme-AugamaAnishnabai actively
resisted the logic that evicted them from n’Daki Menan. For example, upon
learning that the Ontario government refused to grant the Teme-Augama
Anishnabai a reserve because of the value of the timber in the region, Chief
Paul wrote in 1917 to the DIA, “We think that we deserve to have something
on our reserve. We have been here before any government was born in
Canada.”75 The Teme-Augama Anishnabai not only saw through Ontario’s
logic, but consistently insisted upon their own claim to n’Daki Menan. In spite
of their efforts, however, their articulations went unheard and their activities
were increasingly policed by government officials acting under the authority of
the Forest Reserves Act. The naturalization of the region as a forest reserve for
the purpose of timber conservation thus authorized the forgetting and legisla-
tive removal of Aboriginal title to n’Daki Menan.
Today, resource extraction and wilderness tourism are usually understood
as antithetical, but such was not the case in early twentieth-century Temagami.
Proponents of the TFR considered that the region could be both a timber
reserve and “a beautiful and healthful resort for our people for all time.”76
Though on paper timber conservation was the primary objective of the TFR,
in practice forestry goals existed alongside other government objectives, such
as protecting the sources of streams, sheltering game and wildlife, and serving
as a recreational destination.77 The Forest Reserves Act was not the first leg-
islation in Ontario to bring together these seemingly diverse objectives.
Similar priorities informed the creation of Algonquin Park in 1893.78 But
beyond the theoretical compatibility of tourism and timber production, these
activities fit together in other ways as well. Because of Ontario’s banning of
settlement in the TFR and plan to keep the region perpetually forested, tourists
could consider the area one of the few spaces that would be preserved as “a bit
of God’s wilderness.”79 The provincial government in fact took active measures
74 Canadian Forestry Association, “Ontario’s Forest Policy,” Rod and Gun 5, no. 6 (November
1903): 254.
75 LAC, IA, RG 10, vol. 7757, Chief Alexander Paul to SGIA, 3 September 1917.
76 “Forestry,” Rod and Gun 2, no. 9 (February 1901): 454.
77 AO, DCL, RG 1-545-1-2, Woods and Forests Branch Report Books, A. White, memorandum,
7 January 1901, 3.
78 Richard S. Lambert and Paul Pross, Renewing Nature’s Wealth (Canada: Hunter Rose
Company for the Ontario Department of Lands and Forests, 1967), 167–73.
79 An Eye Witness, “In Temagami’s Tangled Wild,” Rod and Gun 8, no. 1 (June 1906): 36.
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to ensure that tourists encountered the Temagami wilderness of their imagina-
tions rather than a landscape altered by industry. For example, while the
government permitted power companies to dam lakes and cut timber in
the TFR, the companies had to remove trees drowned by the raising levels of
the lakes so that tourists would not encounter dead trees at the shoreline, and
also had to cut the timber they needed from places far enough from the shore-
line that tourists could not see deforested areas from their canoes.80 Thus,
the physical space of Temagami was shaped by tourists’ expectations, and
tourists’ expectations became reality through the regulations designed explic-
itly for that purpose. In this way, tourism, like logging, constituted the region
materially.
Although the Ontario government facilitated tourists’ perception that they
visited a pristine wilderness, it was primarily within travel writing about
Temagami that the region was created as a wilderness destination for tourists.
In the following section, my analysis relies largely upon travel writing pub-
lished in hunting and fishing magazines, by far the most popular of which was
Rod and Gun in Canada, which by 1913 enjoyed a circulation of approximately
18,000.81 Rod and Gun had as its mandate to inform readers about the best
places in Canada to canoe, shoot game, and catch fish, and it also supported
fish, game, and forest conservation. The magazine’s advocacy of forest conser-
vation — reflected in its offer to act as the official organ of the Canadian
Forestry Association, the Canadian forest conservation movement’s central
organization82 — provides another example of the compatibility of tourism and
forestry. According to an editorial explaining the magazine’s decision to pro-
vide a publication outlet for the Canadian Forestry Association, tourism in the
form of wilderness hunting trips depended not only on “wise game laws,” but
also on forest conservation, which was said to be “the very foundation on which
the game superstructure has to be reared.”83 Rod and Gun emphasized the
importance of state management of forests, fish, and wildlife. As Tina Loo has
demonstrated for wildlife conservation in Canada, the fight for conservation in
the early twentieth century was a racialized and classed struggle in which soci-
ety’s élite subjects fought to have their image of nature authorized (and policed)
by the state. While conservation policies outlawed the subsistence hunting
activities of rural Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal residents, such policies simul-
80 For regulations of and controversies over damming lakes in the Temagami region, see AO,
DCL, RG 1-273-3-29 and RG 1-273-3-30.
81 Tina Loo, States of Nature: Conserving Canada’s Wildlife in the Twentieth Century
(Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 2006), 34.
82 Canadian Forestry Association, Report of the First Annual Meeting of the Canadian Forestry
Association (Ottawa: Government Printing Bureau, 1900), 9.
83 “Preservation of the Forests,” Rod and Gun 1, no. 10 (March 1900): front page.
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taneously authorized urban outsiders to treat rural areas as their personal sport-
hunting playgrounds.84
Patricia Jasen has demonstrated that the culture, economics, and politics of
Ontario tourism in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries relied on the
“romantic sensibility.”85 As the tendency to value the so-called wild in nature
spread from Europe to North America, particularly among the upper and mid-
dle classes, tourists began to seek out destinations in Ontario that fit into
romantic ideals, for example those containing sublime elements such as water-
falls and dark forests or picturesque features such as roughness and variety in
the natural landscape. Promoters of tourism in turn packaged and sold roman-
tic images in an attempt to stimulate tourists’ imaginations enough that they
might board trains and boats and travel to distant places to spend their money
to experience the wild in nature.86 Thus, it is no coincidence that the promotion
of Temagami tourism occurred through the selling of the romantic. It is easy to
understand why those with vested interests in tourism relied on romanticism to
promote Temagami, given, as Jasen’s analysis shows, the success that promot-
ers in other regions of Ontario already had in commodifying the romantic. But
travel writers, too, relied on romantic tropes to describe Temagami. While
many of them did not have a financial investment in representing the region
along romantic lines, they likely did so in order to conform to the norms of the
genre and the expectations of their readers.
Most often, Temagami travel writers relied on romantic notions of the pic-
turesque to describe the area, characterizing Temagami as a “bit of nature in her
wildest, most picturesque dress,” and as a “wondrous nature picture” produced
by “the mightyWorld-Maker.”87Authors also described the region using roman-
tic ideas of the sublime, but these kinds of descriptions appeared with less
frequency than did picturesque depictions. Likely the greater emphasis on the
picturesque in Temagami travel writing resulted from the decline of the concept
of the sublime in the latter half of the nineteenth century. As ever more tourists,
along with the railways and hotels that brought and accommodated them, arrived
in places previously associated with the sublime, the awe-inspiring character of
these places became considered domesticated, replaced by the less dramatic if
84 Loo. See also John Sandlos, Hunters at the Margin: Native People and Wildlife Conservation
in the Northwest Territories (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 2007). Karl
Jacoby offers a similar analysis of American conservation in Crimes Against Nature:
Squatters, Poachers, Thieves, and the Hidden History of American Conservation (Berkeley
and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 2001).
85 Patricia Jasen, Wild Things: Nature, Culture, and Tourism in Ontario, 1790–1914 (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1995), 4.
86 Ibid., 8–9, 12, 13.
87 A.W.C., “A Cruise in the Ojibway Paradise,” part 2, Forest and Stream (2 May 1903): 343;
Frank Yeigh, “Touring in Temagami Land,” Rod and Gun 8, no. 5 (October 1906): 324.
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more comfortable picturesque.88 Nevertheless, the sublime appeared occasion-
ally in Temagami travel writing. One writer, for example, noted that “the awful
stillness of the recesses of the dark interior of the forest impressed itself upon
me more than ever, and yet, it was all so thrilling and gently exhilarating.”
Another felt that an encounter with the Temagami wilderness brought “the
spirit face to face with the primeval and eternal.”89
Also consistent with romanticism and, specifically, with the romantic asso-
ciation between landscape and history, the Temagami forest became
particularly infused with romantic feeling. The forest was imagined not only as
“brooding,” but also as ancient, part of a fading past. Hotel and steamship oper-
ator Dan O’Connor, for instance, advertised that tourists in the TFR had the
privilege of seeing “the same stately monarchs that red men gazed upon with
awe when the Hudson’s Bay Co. ruled supreme 200 years ago.” Similarly,
travel writers often characterized the Temagami forest as “virgin” and
“primeval,” and one author described a voyage down the Temagami River as a
tour through “regions of grand antiquity,” where it became possible to “lose
yourself among the shades of former ages when the forest patriarchs and the
red-man dwelt in unmolested security.”90 Tourist promoters banked on the idea
that these “silent places” were disappearing with the “march of Empire” and
“white man[’s] ceaseless search for the earth’s endowments,” and advertised
Temagami as a place where tourists could escape the forward movement of
time and access both traces of a past era and the nostalgia associated with the
passing of a previous time. As an advertisement for the Grand Trunk Railway
put it:
A little while and the ‘forest primeval’ shall be no more. In all probability we
of this generation will be the last to relate to our grandchildren the stirring sto-
ries of the hunt in the wild forests of Canada. Therefore, it behooves you, O
mighty hunter, to go forth and capture your caribou or moose while you
may.91
88 See Cronon, “The Trouble with Wilderness,” 75.
89 Frank Carrell, “Our Fishing and Hunting Trip in Northern Ontario,” part 3, Rod and Gun 9,
no. 1 (June 1907): 50; Frank J. Clowes, “August Days in Temagami,” Rod and Gun 8, no. 10
(March 1907): 837.
90 Clowes, 837; Daniel O’Connor, “An Ideal Summer Trip,” Travel advertisement. Copy avail-
able at University of Toronto Libraries, Fisher Library Digital Collections, 1904, 1; Another
Wet Bob, “Temagaming,” Rod and Gun 1, no. 3 (August 1899): 53; “The Keewaydin Club’s
Canoe Tours: It’s Camp —AnAttractive Program,” Rod and Gun 6, no. 11 (April 1905): 624,
621; H.R. Hyndman, “One Hundred and Fifty Miles by Canoe Through Temagami,” Rod and
Gun 7, no. 7 (December 1905): 734; “A Boys’ Camp in Temagami,” Rod and Gun 10, no. 1
(June 1908): 51; Jas. W. Barry, “Timagami, a Region Organized by Nature for Real Sport,”
Rod and Gun 7, no. 2 (July 1905): 168.
91 Grand Trunk Railway, Temagami: A Peerless Region for the Sportsman, Canoeist, Camper
(Montréal: Grand Trunk Railway, 1908), 1.
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According to Jasen, the association between wilderness and the past was a
consistent feature in nineteenth-century romantic tourism. The idea that wild
places would inevitably pass away made them all the more attractive as tourist
destinations, since tourists could visit these ancient places, experience the nos-
talgic feelings associated with their inevitable decline, and come to know
themselves as modern subjects.92 Embedded in the understanding that the vir-
gin forest exists in the past is a narrative of progress, where the destruction of
the virgin forest appears as the necessary result of European history’s inevitable
unfolding. Both conservationists and travel writers took it for granted that the
emergence of “civilized conditions” in Canada necessitated the disappearance
of the wild forest. But while conservationists called for the replacement of such
a forest with a timber-producing commodity, the Grand Trunk Railway merely
encouraged tourists to visit the Temagami forest before it was too late. One key
difference between conservation and tourism discourses was the way that they
figured the relationship between the Temagami forest and time. Within tourism
discourse, the forest existed in the past, but in forestry discourse it existed as
the present and future of the region. I will return shortly to explain how this dis-
tinction led to different understandings within tourism and conservation
discourses about the role of the Teme-Augama Anishnabai in the region. First,
however, I look specifically at how travel writing’s positioning of the forest as
existing in the past worked simultaneously to situate the Teme-Augama
Anishnabai as “the living embodiment of the archaic ‘primitive’.”93
In Temagami tourism literature, writers constructed Native people as fixed in
a previous time in part through writing nostalgically about the supposedly
inevitable decline and disappearance of Native people and their ways of life. One
author, for instance, devoted an entire article to reflecting upon all the work the
“woods Indian” did to help the white race get its footing in the north, and noted
with a sense of regret thatAboriginal people “led the way and did the work for the
civilization which eventually will swallow them up.” Other writers similarly found
it sad that the “race [was] dying out” and that the “genuine Ojibway, a fine type of
old woods Indian [was] now fast disappearing.” Some writers went so far as to
pre-empt the disappearance of Aboriginal people by writing them out of
Temagami stories completely. As an article in the Globe stated, “For here it was
that the Ojibways had their home…. The wigwams, with the circling smoke, have
disappeared, and in their place are the tents of holidaymakers or prospectors.”94
92 Jasen, 82–3.
93 Anne McClintock, Imperial Leather: Gender, Race and Sexuality in the Colonial Contest
(New York: Routledge, 1995), 30.
94 S.E. Sangster, “The Woods Indian,” Busy Man’s Magazine 24, no. 4 (August 1912): 124; C.C.
Farr, “A Trip to Matachuan,” part 2, Rod and Gun 3, no. 8 (January 1902): 2; “The Call of the
Camp Heard by Youthful Nature Lovers,” New York Times (21 May 1905), SM6; “The
Wonderland of the Dominion,” Globe (3 August 1907), 4.
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Aboriginal people’s physical presence in the present did not discourage
travel writers from constructing them as a race in decline whose contemporary
existence was only temporary. A particularly telling advertisement encouraged
tourists to hire Aboriginal guides in Temagami, stating:
They will be the best guides you ever had, and they will take you through the
rivers, lakes, forests and hunting grounds their forefathers once called home,
they will tell you the tricks and habits of the bears, beavers, moose, caribou
and deer. Ah! the Indians know, for once they were mightier hunters than
ancient Nimrod.
This advertisement makes sense only through a logic in which it was possible for
livingAboriginal people to guide tourists through a land known not by the guides
themselves but by the guides’ “forefathers,” who “once” understood the region as
home. It is as though the guides were ghosts. This advertisement, in which
Aboriginal people exist in the past and yet are required in the present to “paddle
your canoe in their own superb way,” reveals the work that went into imagina-
tively emptying peopled lands of people, thus making room for white tourists.95
The displacement of Aboriginal people in time worked in Temagami travel
narratives alongside the representation of them as something with which the
Temagami region was wild with. By collapsing Native people into wilderness,
travel writers did not have to concern themselves with the contradiction of rep-
resenting the region as virgin and uninhabited while simultaneously recognizing
the Aboriginal presence. As Canadian Pacific Railway Colonization Agent and
Temagami tourist L.O. Armstrong stated in 1900, “Many will sympathize with
us in the delight we experienced in being in an uninhabited country; uninhab-
ited, that is except by those oldest families of the north.” Obviously Armstrong
and his party’s “delight” at being in an uninhabited land was not ruined by the
presence of Aboriginal people. Another writer echoed Armstrong’s sentiments,
stating that his party craved land “untrammeled by the foot of man, unsullied by
his hand,” and were fortunate enough to find Temagami, which was inhabited by
“the bears, the moose and even Indians.”96
95 “Temagami,” Globe (13 June 1905), 9.
96 Louis Oliver Armstrong, “A Canoe Trip through Temagaming the Peerless in the Land of
Hiawatha (Issued by Canadian Pacific Railway, 1900); Me, “Biff and Hec and Me,” Rod and
Gun 16, no. 6 (November 1914): 569. See also Claire Elizabeth Campbell, Shaped by the West
Wind: Nature and History in Georgian Bay (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press,
2005), 98, 101. Campbell makes a similar observation about Georgian Bay travel literature,
stating that writers often described Aboriginal peoples alongside other “natural” elements,
such as geological formations and lake conditions. She also notes that the reputed savagery of
the Georgian Bay Iroquois and Ojibwa reinforced for non-Natives the idea of the region as
wilderness, while at the same time the wilderness character of the Georgian Bay made its
Aboriginal inhabitants appear particularly wild.
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The association between Native people and wilderness space worked not
only to construct Aboriginal people as part of the past, but also to hold them at
an early stage of development. As McClintock states, according to this logic,
colonized people “do not inhabit history proper but exist in a permanently ante-
rior time within the geographic space of the modern empire.”97 Thus, the
Teme-AugamaAnishnabai were displaced within travel literature not only from
the contemporary moment, but also from any hope of developing into full
adults, or even full humans. They consistently appeared as “children of the for-
est,” “children of the wild,” and “children of nature … notwithstanding that
some of them are grey.”98 As one writer bluntly stated, “the average Indian dif-
fers from the average white in character as the child differs from the man — he
is less developed.” Other contributors offered more nuanced analyses. C.C.
Farr, for example, a former Hudson’s Bay Company employee who often wrote
about his travels through the Temagami area, figured that context was every-
thing. When he travelled in the bush with his Native guides, he was impressed
by how “spontaneously and unconsciously [the guides’] knowledge would peep
out … without effort, instinctively.” In the guides’ “natural habitat,” Farr fig-
ured it only commonsense to let them handle everything. In town, on the other
hand, Farr thought that the guides “appeared somewhat ungainly, and incon-
gruous,” and he felt “obliged to extend a kind of protectional aegis over their
ignorance of surrounding conditions.” Another writer similarly saw the “wild
and unspoiled Indian … [as] a mass of contradictions.” “Capture one of these
wild men of the woods,” he said, “bring him to our civilization, and his intelli-
gence seems far below that of a child; but in his own wilderness he is a different
creature, and, pitted against him, we are forced to acknowledge his infinite
superiority.”99
The common message given by travel writers that Aboriginal people
belonged in the bush but could not survive in civilization worked to contain
Native people in time. Such representations disallowed the possibility that
Aboriginal people had the potential to become “civilized,” and thus to survive
the modern era. In fact, when tourists found evidence that members of the
Teme-Augama Anishnabai negotiated modernity quite well — one writer com-
mented, for example, that in addition to their own language, many members of
the Temagami band spoke English and French fluently — they seemed unsure
of how to respond and generally dismissed this kind of behaviour as out of
97 McClintock, 30.
98 Roy North, “Hunting the Loon: The Sport of the Red Man,” Rod and Gun 15, no. 4 (September
1913): 363; Yeigh, 326; “Our Medicine Bag,” Rod and Gun 4, no. 11 (April 1903): 409.
99 The Chief, “Away ‘Up North’,” part 3, Forest and Stream (12 May 1894): 412; C.C. Farr, “In
the Woods with Indian Guides,” Rod and Gun 8, no. 5 (October 1906): 327–8; St. Croix,
“Second Sight and the Indian,” Rod and Gun 4, no. 3 (August 1902): 103.
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keeping with true Aboriginal character.100 On the other hand, writers seemed to
relish moments when Aboriginal people appeared “properly” Aboriginal. One
writer, for instance, felt disappointed that he had dropped his camera into the
lake, because he had planned to photograph “a few favorite poses of my guide
David, which I knew would interest my friends.”101 By insisting that Native
people belonged in the wilderness, travel writers attempted to keep them in
wilderness time (i.e., the past), a time, they assumed, that was almost at its end.
Interestingly, the virgin nature into which travel writers confined Native
people was the same physical place from which government officials attempted
to evict members of the Teme-Augama Anishnabai, or at least to restrict
severely Teme-Augama Anishnabai activities that did not relate to the forest
reserve. Although both tourist and conservationist discourses constructed
Aboriginal peoples in ways that served their own imaginations of and interests
in the region, the position of Aboriginal people in the two discourses differed
quite substantially. Within tourism discourse, there was room for an Aboriginal
presence in Temagami, but not an Aboriginal present. In forestry discourse, on
the other hand, there was little room even for an Aboriginal presence, and
Indians in the forest reserve provided a considerable source of anxiety for gov-
ernment administrators. While conservationists and travel writers concurred
that Aboriginal peoples were part of the past rather than the present or future,
their different understandings of when in time the Temagami forest existed
caused them to disagree about whether or not Teme-Augama Anishnabai mem-
bers belonged inside the TFR.
Travel writers’ representation of Aboriginal people as an element of
Temagami wilderness facilitated the white tourist invasion of Teme-Augama
Anishnabai territory. Because the land appeared as wild with Indians, it could
exist as wild for tourists. There was little room in this imagination for the
acknowledgement that the Teme-Augama Anishnabai had a right to their land,
as well as relationships with and responsibilities toward their territory and its
human and non-human inhabitants that tourists did not understand. Tourists’
sense of entitlement to the Temagami region did not, however, come only from
travel writers’ convenient representations of Aboriginal people. More directly,
Temagami appeared as wild for tourists because travel literature stated just that:
God or nature had created the Temagami region for the pleasure of (especially
male) tourists. As one writer asserted, the fact that Temagami lacked cultivat-
able soil was an indication of God “decreeing and setting apart this whole
region of hundreds of miles in every direction as a great game preserve.” God
had in fact, according to this author, provided Temagami’s “most beautiful
100 Frank Carrell, “Our Fishing and Hunting Trip in Northern Ontario,” part 1, Rod and Gun 8,
no. 11 (April 1907): 936.
101 Ibid., part 4, Rod and Gun 9, no. 2 (July 1907): 146.
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scenery … for the refreshment of his children.” The title of the article,
“Timagami [sic], a Region Organized by Nature for real Sport,” clearly
revealed its author’s perspective. Other writers shared his point of view and
characterized Temagami as “the northern Ontario paradise … truly a sports-
man’s Garden of Eden,” and as “practically virgin territory for the
sportsman.”102 The construction of Temagami as a natural space made for
tourists implicitly produced tourists as innocent subjects who merely received
this place, and created tourism as an act of passive consumption rather than of
active appropriation. Thus, while travel writing helped to make the Temagami
area into a wilderness space that could then be consumed by tourists, the dis-
appearance of this creative act from the writing itself made this process
unintelligible, thereby allowing Temagami to appear as wild — thanks to nature
(or God) — for tourists. As Mary Louise Pratt states in another context, travel
writers were able to “subsume culture and history into nature.”103
While travel writers constructed Aboriginal peoples as part of a fading
wilderness, tourists also depended on the Teme-Augama Anishnabai to facili-
tate their wilderness adventures. The Teme-Augama Anishnabai, because of
Ontario’s refusal to grant them a reserve in addition to the restrictions placed
on their activities under the Forest Reserves Act, likewise found themselves
increasingly dependent on the tourist industry for survival. Yet Temagami
tourism also played a role in the colonization of Teme-Augama Anishnabai
lands. The encroachment of thousands of tourists onto n’Daki Menan every
summer certainly altered Teme-Augama Anishnabai relationships with their
territory. Most Teme-Augama Anishnabai members participated in the tourism
industry in some capacity, for example, as guides for campers’ canoe trips,
cooks or helpers at camps and hotels that appeared in the region, or drivers of
steamboats that transported tourists through the Temagami lakes. At least to
some extent, this work interrupted the Teme-AugamaAnishnabai’s yearly sum-
mer gatherings during which members fished together, made political decisions
and conducted marriage ceremonies.104 Ontario’s leasing to cottagers of islands
that the Teme-Augama Anishnabai considered to be in their territory also rep-
resented a tourist impact on the Teme-Augama Anishnabai. Similarly, though
the Teme-Augama Anishnabai attempted to maintain their family hunting terri-
tories, the arrival of the railway that brought tourists to Temagami cut through
some of these territories, thus also disrupting Teme-AugamaAnishnabai winter
102 J.M. Norris, “Fishing in Beautiful Temagami District: An Earthly Paradise,” Rod and Gun 10,
no. 8 (January 1909): 698, 703; Barry, “Timagami”; George P. Beswick, “After Fish in
Temagami,” Rod and Gun 7, no. 3 (August 1905): 316; “One Hundred Miles in a Canoe,”
Toronto Daily Star (19 August 1904): 5.
103 Mary Louise Pratt, Imperial Eyes: Travel Writing and Transculturation (London and New
York: Routledge, 1992), 31.
104 Trails in Time, “Traditional Land Use,” 45.
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activities.105 Temagami tourists and tourism promoters were sometimes
resource developers as well — for example, Dan O’Connor quit the hotel busi-
ness to stake mining claims in Temagami106 — and as a result, wilderness
vacations often had lasting effects, for instance in the form of silver and copper
mines. The construction of a virgin pine forest for tourists to visit certainly had
material consequences for members of the Teme-Augama Anishnabai, who
found themselves increasingly marginalized from their territory.
While tourists may have travelled to Temagami in order to visit the “scat-
tered remnant of once mighty tribes” in the last of the “wild forests of Canada,”
it appears that they often did not get what they came for.107 Instead of finding
a wilderness designed for their enjoyment, they encountered a confusing new
place, full of lakes and rocks and dense forests, a place that they did not know
how to negotiate, but that other people knew well. And contrary to what some
travel writers said, it did not seem that those other people were either “dying
out” or particularly “anxious” to teach tourists “all the forest secrets at
once.”108 Instead, Teme-Augama Anishnabai members did much of the work
that made the leisure of white tourists possible and tried to make a situation
largely not of their creation work to their advantage. Tourists complained, for
example, that their guides charged high rates and that guides sometimes left one
tourist party for another offering higher rates, thus leaving the first party “help-
less to get about.”109 But while tourists may not have experienced the
Temagami of their imaginations, Temagami travel writing made the region
famous as a pristine wilderness, emphasizing when Native people looked and
acted the proper parts to fulfill this imagination. One author, for instance, men-
tioned that his guide was “stoical as a cigar store Indian.”110 Writers were much
less impressed when Native people showed themselves to be part of a changing
rather than static culture, finding it “ludicrous” when Aboriginal people “imi-
tate[ed] white people in dress” or listened to music on a gramophone.111 Many
more people could afford to read about Temagami wilderness vacations than
take them and so travel writing became an important vehicle in the production
of place. It was through this writing and readers’ consumption of it more than
105 Forward by Gary Potts in Madeline Katt, Moose to Moccasins: The Story of Ka Kita Wa Pa
No Kwe (Toronto: Natural Heritage / Natural History), 9.
106 “Our Medicine Bag,” Rod and Gun 9, no. 2 (July 1907): 202.
107 North, “Hunting the Loon,” 363; Grand Trunk Railway, Temagami, 1.
108 Farr, “A Trip to Matachuan,” part 2; G.W. Creelman, “From Timagami to Wanapitei — A
Useful Log,” Rod and Gun 6, no. 10 (March 1905): 546.
109 R.E. Schubart, “A Moose Hunt at Wabigoon, Ontario,” Rod and Gun 3, no. 3 (August 1911):
289; AO, DCL, RG 1-545-1-3, Woods and Forests Branch Report Books, Commissioner to
Lieutenant-Governor of Ontario, recommendation, 20 July 1906, 248.
110 St. Croix, “An Exploration to the Height of Land,” part 4, Rod and Gun 3, no. 8 (January
1902): 6.
111 Carrell, “Our Fishing and Hunting Trip,” part 1, 935–6.
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tourists’ encounters with the region — encounters that were full of ambiva-
lences, full of un-imaginary Indians, full of getting lost in an unfamiliar
landscape — that Temagami came to make sense as a wild space for tourists to
visit rather than as the Teme-Augama Anishnabai’s n’Daki Menan.
By the 1980s, logging and tourism were no longer linked possibilities for
the Temagami wilderness. Environmentalists fought, after all, for a wilderness
to visit against a wilderness to harvest. What remained in place from the early
twentieth century, however, was the constitution of the region as wilderness.
Within this framework, the Teme-AugamaAnishnabai’s claim to n’Daki Menan
again disappeared, in spite of the fact that the Teme-Augama Anishnabai were
in the midst of taking their claim through the Canadian court system, asking the
courts to recognize the First Nation’s title to “all of the lands, including the
waters and lands under the waters,” that comprised n’Daki Menan.112 Unlike in
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, when Teme-Augama
Anishnabai members struggled to have a reserve set aside for them, as well as
for the right to fish and hunt in their traditional territory, in the 1980s the Teme-
Augama Anishnabai used the language of Canadian law to argue that their
rights to their territory had never been extinguished, and that those rights guar-
anteed them exclusive possession of n’Daki Menan not restricted to any
specific use.113 Thus, at the same time that environmentalists struggled to save
a pristine wilderness, the Teme-Augama Anishnabai battled to have the same
region recognized not as wilderness, but as n’Daki Menan. A year before the
environmental protests, the Teme-Augama Anishnabai set up their own road-
blocks on Red Squirrel Road to prevent logging on land they claimed as their
own. Teme-Augama Anishnabai Chief Gary Potts spoke out not only against
the industrial logging of the region, stating that it would create “a desert,” but
also against the environmentalist vision, which would make the region into “a
zoo.”114 In spite of the fact that Teme-Augama Anishnabai actions remained
separate from those of environmentalists, most often the media reported the two
groups as having the same interest: protecting the wilderness. As one article
stated, “Native people and conservationists are fighting in the courts to preserve
one of the last stands of old-growth pine in Ontario.”115 This kind of represen-
tation reflects the durability, in part the product of early twentieth century forest
conservation and tourism discourses, of the association between Temagami and
112 Attorney-General for Ontario vs. Bear Island Foundation et al.; Potts et al. vs. Attorney-
General for Ontario, [1984], O.J. No. 3432, para. 7.
113 Amended Reply to Statement of Defence to Counterclaim and Joinder of Issue, 29 January
1979. Copy available at the Court of Appeal for Ontario, Court File Nos. C22677, C22678,
C22682, Joint Appeal Book, vol. 1, 178–86, paragraphs. 3, 5, 6.
114 John Temple, “Temagami: One Big Family’s Quarrel,” Toronto Star (5 May 1988), A24.
115 Christie McLaren, “Ontario Government Starts Cutting Trees in Temagami Area,” Globe and
Mail (21 March 1989), A5.
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wilderness. It also reveals the common perception of Aboriginal peoples as
inherently ecological beings.116
Hidden in wilderness are the historical discourses and colonial relation-
ships of power through which wilderness came into existence. The purpose of
revealing such discourses and relationships is not merely to show that there is
more than one story about this place. Rather it is to demonstrate how some sto-
ries, to paraphrase Julie Cruikshank, adorn, cover, and ultimately obscure prior
stories, in the case of Temagami the stories of n’Daki Menan as Teme-Augama
Anishnabai territory and not a wilderness for non-Native people to visit or to
cut down.117 By revealing some of the processes through which Temagami
came to be understood as a wild space, I aim to participate in the effort to break
this story’s hold on the truth, thus creating room for alternative stories to be
heard and different futures — which include Teme-Augama Anishnabai self-
determination on n’Daki Menan — to be imagined.
* * *
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